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Abstract

The bacterial pathogen Salmonella uses sophisticated type III secretion systems (T3SS) to 

translocate and deliver bacterial effector proteins into host cells to establish infection. Monitoring 

these important virulence determinants in the context of live infections is a key step in defining the 

dynamic interface between the host and pathogen. Here, we provide a modular labeling platform 

based on fluorescence complementation with split-GFP that permits facile tagging of new 

Salmonella effector proteins. We demonstrate enhancement of split-GFP complementation signals 

by manipulating the promoter or by multimerizing the fluorescent tag and visualize three effector 

proteins, SseF, SseG and SlrP, that have never before been visualized over time during infection of 

live cells. Using this platform, we developed a methodology for visualizing effector proteins in 

primary macrophage cells for the first time and reveal distinct differences in effector defined 

intracellular niche between primary macrophage and commonly used HeLa and RAW cell lines.
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Visualizing the host-pathogen interface between infected mammalian cells and Salmonella is 

a key step in unraveling the complex dynamics of infection biology. Salmonella enterica 

serovar Typhimurium (hereafter referred to as Salmonella) infects a range of animal hosts, 

including humans, and is a major cause of enteric illness. Salmonella is equipped with 

complex nanomachines, called Type III Secretion Systems (T3SSs) that span both bacterial 

membranes and penetrate the membrane of a host cell to inject bacterial proteins, also called 

effector proteins, directly into the host cytosol1. The cocktail of translocated bacterial 

effector proteins enables Salmonella to manipulate signaling cascades to influence host 

cellular processes to promote infection (reviewed in2,3). Salmonella has two distinct T3SSs. 

T3SS-1 is expressed upon contact with epithelial host cells and T3SS-1 translocated effector 

proteins promote bacterial internalization and encapsulation in a phagosome-like 

compartment called the Salmonella containing vacuole (SCV)4. T3SS-2 is expressed upon 

bacterial internalization and its associated effector proteins are important for maturation of 

the SCV, cultivating a replicative niche, and interfering with host cell immune responses5,6. 

The coordinated activity of effector proteins is crucial to bacterial survival, replication and 

dissemination within a host organism. However, the distinct functions of many effector 

proteins remain poorly understood. Defining the localization of effector proteins within the 

host cell at different stages of infection is important for elucidating how the pathogen 

manipulates host cell biology, and spatiotemporal information about an effector protein’s 

localization in the context of infection can highlight that protein’s role in the infection 

process. Given that Salmonella infects both epithelial cells and macrophages, we set out to 

establish tools for visualizing Salmonella effector proteins over the course of infection in 

both model systems to define whether effector proteins establish distinct niches in different 

environments.

In establishing a robust and versatile platform, we felt that important features included: 

compatibility with live cell imaging, single cell resolution, ability to tag translocated effector 

proteins in the context of infection and in the presence of the cohort of other effector 

proteins, and functionality in both intracellular niches for Salmonella (epithelial cells and 

primary macrophages). The importance of live cell imaging for defining the interface 

between pathogen and host derives from the observation that isolated snap shots often fail to 

capture complex dynamic phenotypes such as dispersion and coalescence of the SCV7, and 

that cell fixation can alter infection phenotypes, such as the integrity of membrane tubules 

that emanate from the SCV1,8. The need for single cell resolution was motivated by widely 

observed heterogeneity in infection phenotypes from cell to cell. For example, Salmonella 

can use different mechanisms to invade individual epithelial cells2,3,8–10, can replicate inside 

the SCV or escape and hyper-replicate in the cytosol of epithelial cells4,11, and experience 

different fates in macrophages5–7,12. Collectively, these cell-to-cell variations in infection 

phenotypes are likely due, at least in part, to the differential presence and function of 

effector proteins3,7, demonstrating the need for techniques that capture effector protein 

localization and infection phenotypes, while preserving single cell heterogeneity. Finally, 
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transient transfection of tagged effector proteins often gives rise to different localization 

compared to translocated effector proteins13,14, and effector proteins work cooperatively to 

define the host-pathogen interface2, underscoring the importance of visualizing translocated 

effector proteins in the presence of the entire effector cohort.

While live cell imaging is important for capturing the dynamics and evolution of infection 

phenotypes, monitoring bacterial effector proteins is technically challenging because 

effector proteins must be translocated through the narrow needle-like T3SS15. The high 

thermodynamic stability of fluorescent proteins (FPs) interferes with translocation16, 

necessitating alternative approaches for effector tagging. A number of approaches have been 

developed to monitor effector proteins during infection, including translocation of effector 

proteins from bacteria to host cells17,18, delivery of bacterial effector proteins to the host 

cytosol19,20, and visualization of effector protein localization within the host cell14,21. Of 

these tools, there are currently only two approaches capable of monitoring the fate of 

translocated effector proteins in living host cells during infection: a light-oxygen-voltage-

sensing (LOV) domain reporter system that binds cellular flavin mononucleotides to produce 

a fluorescent label21 and a split-GFP system14. However, both approaches have limitations 

that have prevented widespread adoption for effector tracking long-term in host cells. The 

LOV-domain reporter system is small (10 kDa) and intrinsically fluorescent, but it displays 

weak fluorescence compared to GFP and has only been applied to highly expressed effector 

proteins and imaged for short periods of time21. Split-GFP is larger (27 kDa) and requires 2 

hours for full fluorescence complementation, but it’s brighter and therefore more promising 

for long-term (multi-hour) visualization of low expressing effector proteins during infection. 

However, the complexity of distinguishing the multiple variables that influence fluorescence 

visualization has made it difficult to apply this system to diverse effector proteins.

In this study, we optimized split-GFP tagging by developing a platform that permits facile 

tagging and evaluation of complementation signal intensities of different effector proteins 

using a suite of expression approaches. This platform enables amplification of split-GFP 

complementation signals by driving their expression with the promoter of the highly 

expressed effector protein SteA, or multimerizing the GFP11 tag. Using this platform, we 

tracked multiple effector proteins during live infections over 10 hours for the first time, and 

developed methodology for tagging and tracking of effector proteins in primary bone 

marrow derived macrophages (BMDMs) from immunocompetent mice, revealing distinct 

differences in the intracellular niche molded by effector proteins compared to commonly 

used cell lines. Finally, these new studies provide insight into the localization and hence 

function of several Salmonella effector proteins.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Modular Split-GFP labeling platform

To facilitate visualization of Salmonella effector proteins during infection of live cells a 

modular expression platform was generated. The plasmid-based platform features an 

exchangeable promoter, effector, and GFP11 tag as well as a constitutively expressed 

fluorescent protein (FP) that serves as a bacterial marker (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1). The pACYC177 

plasmid was chosen as the backbone because unlike pAYCY184, pWSK29 or plasmids 
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derived from pBR322, it doesn’t interfere with growth or pathogenicity when expressed in 

Salmonella22,23. For each effector tested, a pair of plasmids was created, one that expressed 

the effector under control of its endogenous promoter, and another that used the steA 

promoter, which was chosen because SteA was previously shown to express at a level 

sufficient for visualization with split-GFP14. SteA is expressed and translocated under both 

SPI-1 and SPI-2 inducing conditions, suggesting that its regulatory region would be useful in 

visualizing T3SS-1 or T3SS-2 translocated effector proteins.

Bacterial expression and complementation assay

One of the weaknesses of the previously developed split-GFP system was the inability to 

rapidly screen for fluorescence complementation in different expression contexts. Thus, we 

encountered limitations with this original system when we were unable to detect a number 

of new effector proteins, including SseF, SseG and SlrP, under their endogenous promoters 

and could not determine whether this issue was due to low expression, poor 

complementation due to steric constraints, perturbation of translocation, or rapid protein 

turnover in the host cell. Therefore, we developed a method to test effector protein 

expression and split-GFP complementation within bacteria. This assay enables comparison 

of effector protein expression levels under the steA promoter versus an effector’s 

endogenous promoter versus expression from its endogenous locus upon integration of the 

tag into the chromosome, to identify the best approach for visualization of effector proteins 

in the context of infection.

Salmonella strains expressing an effector tagged with GFP11 were co-transformed with 

GFP1-10 and the GFPcomp signal intensity was quantified in individual bacteria as a measure 

of effector protein expression and split-GFP complementation (Fig. 2, Fig S2). We observed 

complementation in bacteria for SteA, SlrP, SseF, SseG, and SopA when these effector 

proteins were expressed from a plasmid under control of the steA promoter (Fig. 2C, Table 

1). SteA has been tagged previously14, while the other four effector proteins have never been 

tagged for visualization during live cell infection. SopA showed high split-GFPcomp signals 

that were comparable between endogenous and the steA promoter. SlrP, SseF, and SseG all 

gave significantly higher split-GFPcomp signals when expressed under the steA promoter 

compared to endogenous promoters, suggesting that the steA promoter may be stronger than 

their endogenous promoters. Consistent with this notion, a previous study using a firefly 

luciferase reporter system to compare effector protein expression levels found that SseG and 

SlrP express at low levels compared to a handful of other SPI-2 encoded effector proteins24.

The intensity of the fluorescence signal varied based on the expression context (Fig. 2D, 

Table 1). As expected, for all effector proteins, split-GFP signal intensities were higher for 

plasmid-based expression. Fig. 2D shows the data for plasmid-based expression of SteA 

(pSteA-GFPcomp) versus chromosomal expression (SteA-1X-GFPcomp). The data for other 

effector proteins are presented in Supporting Fig. S2. The intensity of the fluorescence 

signal was amplified by including a 3-fold repeat of the GFP11 tag (Fig. 2D, Table 1). All 

effector proteins showed an increase in complementation signal intensity for the 3X-GFP11 

tag compared to 1X-GFP11 (Fig. S2), for example SteA showed an increase in signal 

intensity that was approximately 3-fold, indicating near stoichiometric complementation. 
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Based on these results, efficient complementation signals for effector proteins require a 

strong native promoter, plasmid-based expression using a strong promoter like the steA 

promoter, or multimerizing the GFP11 tag.

The bacterial expression and complementation assay is valuable for indicating conditions 

that yield strong effector protein production. However, it is important to note that other 

factors can limit the ability to visualize effector proteins during live cell infections, including 

perturbation of translocation or rapid protein turnover in the host cell. Exogenous expression 

of effector proteins under non-native promoters could interfere with translocation as an RNA 

based translocation signal in the 5′ untranslated region was suggested for the effector 

protein GtgA25. Therefore, this assay is a useful preliminary screen but cannot be used to 

verify translocation or detection in the host cell.

Visualization of effector proteins in live host cells

Based on the bacterial expression assay, we anticipated being able to visualize SteA, SlrP, 

SseF, SseG, and SopA when expressed from a plasmid under control of the SteA promoter. 

To visualize these proteins in host cells upon infection we generated Salmonella strains 

expressing the mRuby326 FP under control of the constitutive rpsM promoter, and harboring 

an isogenic deletion of the target effector protein. These strains were complemented by 

plasmid-based expression of a GFP11 tagged version of the effector. All bacterial strains 

displayed in vitro growth curves similar to wild type Salmonella (Fig. S3). Indeed, we 

observed all of the predicted effector proteins except SopA upon live cell infection of HeLa 

cells (Table 1, Fig. 3A). Cells were imaged beginning at 4 hours post infection, however the 

labeled effector proteins were not observed until approximately 7 hours post infection. SseF 

and SseG both localized to the SCV and associated filaments in live HeLa cells from 7–28 

hours post infection, in agreement with previous immunofluorescence-based studies27,28. 

SseF and SseG containing filaments were highly dynamic and displayed an increase in 

effector-GFPcomp signal over time, suggesting these effector proteins accumulate in the host 

cell over time (Fig. S4). SlrP was observed from 9–28 hours post infection and appeared 

diffuse in the cytosol of the host cell. This result agrees with a 2009 study that identified the 

cytosolic host cell protein thioredoxin as an interaction partner for SlrP29. Expressed under 

the steA promoter, SlrP-GFPcomp signal appeared to increase in the host cell cytosol over 

time (Fig. S4). To our knowledge, this is the first time that these three effector proteins have 

been visualized live, over time, in the context of infection.

SopA was the only effector that we readily visualized via the bacterial expression assay but 

were unable to observe in infected host cells between 4 and 28 hours post infection. The 

inability to detect translocated SopA could result from inefficient T3SS translocation of 

exogenously expressed SopA-GFP11, rapid turnover of SopA inside the host cell, or an 

unavailable C-terminal-GFP11 tag in the host cytosol for complementation with GFP1-10. 

Because GFP1-10 localizes to the cytosol of the host cell, it will be unable to complement 

with a GFP11 tagged effector protein that localizes within a subcellular compartment. 

Epitope-tagged SopA has been shown to localize to mitochondria in fixed cells30, but it has 

not yet been determined whether translocated SopA associates with or resides within 

mitochondria during live infections.
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As predicted from the bacterial expression assay, only SteA and SseF were detected when 

expressed from a plasmid with their endogenous promoters. SseF localization was consistent 

between endogenous and steA driven expression, with an increase in the detectable GFPcomp 

signal for steA driven expression. As predicted from the bacterial expression assay SteA was 

the only effector protein visualized upon chromosomal integration of the GFP11 tag. We 

found that multimerizing the GFP11 tag boosted the fluorescence signal in mammalian cells 

(Fig. 3B,C). Finally, although chromosomal expression of SlrP-3X-GFPcomp and SteA-1X-

GFPcomp gave comparable split-GFP complementation efficiencies in the bacterial 

expression assay, we were not able to detect SlrP-3X-GFPcomp in infected cells. We 

speculate that this could result from the fact that SteA protein is concentrated on the SCV, 

while SlrP is diffuse in the cytosol, leading to less contrast over the background fluorescence 

of cells.

SseG localization is mediated by SseF

Given our ability to visualize SseG in live host cells, we set out to examine how the 

localization of SseG depends on SseF. SseF and SseG have been shown to physically and 

functionally interact to coordinate SCV position and maintenance27,31–33. These proteins 

have been suggested to tether the SCV to the Golgi by jointly interacting with the Golgi 

associated protein ACBD333. SseF and SseG have also been shown to associate with 

endocytic membranes and microtubules13,27 and are hypothesized to redirect host exocytic 

traffic from the Golgi31 by recruiting dynein to the SCV34. Transfected SseG showed a 

scattered distribution in a ~ 80% of cells that co-localized with the trans-Golgi network 

marker TGN4613. In a minority of cells, transfected SseG was filamentous, co-localized 

with microtubules, and appeared similar to translocated SseG localization during infection13, 

suggesting differential localization when SseG is expressed alone versus translocated with 

the rest of the effector cohort. Given these observations, we set out to determine whether the 

difference in localization was due to the mode of delivery (transfection versus T3SS-

mediated translocation) or the absence of SseF.

To examine the localization of SseG in the absence of SseF, we generated a Salmonella 

strain containing an isogenic sseF/sseG deletion while expressing SseG-GFP11 under the 

control of the steA promoter on our plasmid based platform. SseG localized to the SCV and 

colocalized with bacteria in the presence and absence of SseF, regardless of whether the 

bacteria were in a dispersed or compact formation (Fig. 4A). However, in the absence of 

SseF there was a globular population of SseG at the host cell periphery that didn’t colocalize 

with bacteria (Fig. 4A) in approximately 70% of cells, whereas less than 10% of cells 

display peripheral SseG in the presence of SseF (Fig. 4B). Thus, in the absence of SseF, 

T3SS translocated SseG displays a localization pattern similar to transfected SseG, 

suggesting that SseF is required for proper SseG localization. There was also a change in the 

morphology of filaments emanating from the SCV in the absence of SseF, where SseG 

containing filaments appeared either punctate or thinner than in WT infections (Fig. S5). 

Thin LAMP1-associated filaments have been observed for infections using Salmonella 

strains lacking either SseF or SseG8. Our results are consistent with the observation that 

SseF and SseG are involved in acquiring and redirecting host cell vesicular traffic to 

maintain the SCV and associated filaments27,35.
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It is important to note that incorporation of the GFP11 tag and over expression of tagged 

effector proteins could perturb native interactions or localization. In cases such as SseF and 

SseG whose localization has been characterized in fixed cells and for whom there is 

information about biochemical function, phenotypes can be compared to experiments with 

untagged and endogenously expressed effectors. For example, previous studies of the 

effector protein PipB2 revealed that tagging with GFP11 didn’t perturb PipB2 function14. 

However, the localization of new effector proteins should be interpreted with caution and 

probed for any perturbing effects of over expression or the presence of a tag using alternate 

techniques.

SlrP is localized to the cytosol in infected host cells

One advantage of the split-GFP system is the ability to target GFP1-10 to subcellular 

compartments in the host cell to address questions about the specific localization of effector 

proteins; for example, distinguishing whether an effector protein resides inside an organelle 

versus associated with the cytosolic face of an organelle. Additionally, if an effector protein 

changes localization at different stages of infection, as has been demonstrated for SopB36, 

these dynamic changes in localization can be visualized over time.

To test the ability of split-GFP to resolve organelle localization, we examined SlrP, which 

has been suggested to contain populations in both the cytosol and ER lumen37. Transfected 

SlrP was found to localize to the cytosol, where it was suggested to function as an E3 

ubiquitin ligase with thioredoxin as a binding partner29. But, a later study identified the ER 

lumenal chaperone ERdj3 as a potential binding partner, and suggested that transfected SlrP 

could localize to the ER37. Motivated by the possibility of dual localization, we aimed to 

distinguish two distinct populations of SlrP versus a dynamic population that changes 

localization at different stages of the infection process. To assess these scenarios, we carried 

out long-term imaging of live cells infected with Salmonella expressing SlrP-GFP11, from 

4–28 hours post infection. To exclusively visualize ER populations of SlrP, we used an ER 

lumen localized version of GFP1-10 (ER-GFP1-10)38. Using ER-GFP1-10 together with the 

ER luminal protein disulfide isomerase tagged with GFP1138 we verified that split-GFP 

localized to the ER gave rise to GFPcomp fluorescence (Fig. 5A). For SlrP, we consistently 

observed cytosolic complementation beginning at 7 hours post infection and continuing for 

the duration imaged (Fig. 5B), but didn’t detect signal for SlrP-GFPcomp in the ER lumen at 

any time 4–28hrs post infection (Fig. 5C). The same localization was observed for plasmid-

based expression of SlrP-GFP11 under the steA promoter as well as chromosomal 

expression of SlrP-1X-GFP11 and SlrP-3X-GFP11. Our results indicate that SlrP maintains 

a cytosolic C-terminus throughout 7–28 hrs post infection.

Visualization of effector proteins in primary macrophage cells using split-GFP

Salmonella target both epithelial cells and macrophages during infection of a host organism 

and these niches give rise to very different host-pathogen interfaces2,3,39,40. The mode of 

Salmonella internalization, strategies used for intracellular survival, and fate of the infected 

host cell varies in epithelial cells versus macrophages and different pathogenicity islands, 

and their associated effector proteins have been implicated in setting up different niches in 

these cell types40. But far less attention has been paid to possible differences in the roles 
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effector proteins may play between cell lines such as RAW264.7 cells and primary 

macrophages from different mouse models. Yet, the role of pathogenicity islands and the 

ability of Salmonella to replicate in RAW264.7 cells versus primary mouse macrophages 

versus human monocyte-derived macrophages in different activation states differs 

significantly12,41. In this work, we set out to examine primary BMDMs from 

immunocompetent mice (SV129S6), as a model for systemic infection. SV129S6 mice 

contain a functional NRAMP1 metal transport protein and Salmonella can persist within 

macrophages of Nramp1+/+ mice for up to 1 year, establishing this system as a model for 

chronic infection42–44. In contrast, RAW264.7 cells are derived from immunocompromised 

NRAMP1−/− mice and are commonly used as a model for acute infection. RAW264.7 cells 

have been shown to differ significantly from primary BMDMs in proteomics and phagosome 

maturation45, as well as in their ability to promote intracellular replication12.

In this study, we set out to develop approaches for applying the split-GFP effector labeling 

platform in primary BMDMs from immunocompetent mice to visualize effector proteins for 

the first time in living primary immune cells. BMDMs are challenging to transfect because 

they are highly differentiated, have decreased proliferation rates, and can be readily activated 

or undergo cell death upon exposure to foreign DNA46. To overcome this limitation, we used 

Nucleofector™ Technology to express the GFP1-1047,48. To further facilitate visualization, 

we incorporated a blue nuclear marker (NLS-mTagBFP2) downstream of the gene encoding 

GFP1-10, and separated by an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES). This construct facilitated 

identification of transfected cells since the GFP1-10 is non-fluorescent in the absence of 

complementation with GFP11. Nucleofection of GFP1-10-IRES-NLS-mTagBFP led to 

identification of transfected cells via visualization of blue nuclear fluorescence, and split-

GFP complementation was confirmed via co-transfection of an ERK-GFP11 positive control 

(Fig. 6, Fig. S6).

We successfully visualized SlrP, SteA, PipB2, SseG and SseF in primary BMDMs (Fig. 6). 

SlrP-GFPcomp signal appeared diffuse and cytosolic, indicating that localization in BMDMs 

is consistent with that observed in HeLa cells. The localization of SteA, PipB2, SseG and 

SseF was consistent with localization to intracellular membranes and similar to the pattern 

of observed for LAMP-1 (Fig. S7), which is frequently used to mark the SCV. Intriguingly, 

we observed distinct differences in the localization of these effector proteins compared to 

RAW264.7 cells, suggesting a significantly different intracellular niche in the macrophage 

cell line versus primary macrophage from immunocompetent mice (Fig. 7). We previously 

found that SteA and PipB2 accumulated on the SCV and membrane tubules in both HeLa 

and RAW cells14. However, primary BMDMs often lack a compact SCV, and instead 

internalized bacteria are more commonly enclosed within a membrane-bound compartment 

but spread throughout the cell7 (Fig. S7), as was observed in infection of human monocyte-

derived macrophages41. In the primary BMDMs used in this study, SteA, PipB2, SseG and 

SseF, generally colocalized with internalized bacteria, but consistent with the lack of a 

concentrated SCV, effector localization was more spread out on intracellular membranes. 

These results reveal different phenotypes, suggesting different niches, in different kinds of 

cells and demonstrate that the split-GFP effector protein labeling platform can be used in 

multiple cell types to study effector protein localization under different model infection 

conditions. These results suggest that effector proteins may play substantially different roles 
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in different niches. The tools developed here open up the possibility of comparing 

localization, dynamics and lifetime of effector proteins in different types of infected host 

cells to identify the different roles these effector proteins play in different infection models.

Summary

In order to invade and survive in multiple types of host cells, Salmonella and similar 

intracellular pathogens must adapt to diverse environments. The coordinated action of 

translocated effector proteins enables pathogens to modulate host cell signaling and 

transport processes to generate a protective niche, resulting in a highly dynamic interplay 

between the bacteria and the host cell. Unraveling the elements of this complex relationship 

and elucidating the roles of individual effector proteins in establishing Salmonella’s niche 

requires techniques that monitor bacteria together with translocated effector proteins within 

the different types of infected host cells, as different modes of infection and different 

intracellular environments may require different subsets of effector proteins. Live cell 

imaging holds enormous potential for defining the intracellular phenotypes of Salmonella 

infection at the single cell level, tracking the fate of intracellular bacteria and dynamic 

localization of effector proteins. The modular platform for split-GFP labeling developed in 

this work enables the amplification of fluorescent signals by tuning effector protein 

expression level or multimerizing the tag. Efficient detection of effector proteins is best 

achieved using plasmid-based expression with a strong promoter, like the steA promoter, or 

by using multiple repeats of GFP11. Additionally, expression of GFP1-10 along with a blue 

nuclear marker enables facile identification of GFP1-10 expressing cells and aids in 

verification of low complementation signals. Using these new tools, we visualized a number 

of different translocated effector proteins over many hours in living cells upon infection. 

Importantly, we demonstrate the ability of this tool to illuminate the intracellular niche in 

both epithelial cells and primary macrophages. There are some limitations of this new tool. 

In particular, robust visualization of lowly expressed effectors required overexpression 

which could lead to perturbation of localization or biochemical function. This could perhaps 

be addressed by engineering a split-FP with a higher inherent brightness.

METHODS

Information on bacterial strains and plasmids, culturing conditions, the bacterial expression 

assay, infections, and imaging are provided in Supporting Information.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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SCV Salmonella containing vacuole
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T3SS Type 3 secretion system

BMDM Bone marrow derived macrophage cell
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Figure 1. Platforms for labeling Salmonella effector proteins with split-GFP
(A) The plasmid based effector protein-labeling platform with exchangeable promoters, 

effectors, and tags including a constitutive mRuby bacterial marker. (B) Chromosomally 

integrated effector-labeling using 1X-GFP11 or 3X-GFP11 tags. (C) Split-GFP effector 

protein-labeling to fluorescently tag and visualize effector proteins during infections of live 

host cells.
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Figure 2. Bacterial expression assay to validate effector protein expression and split-GFP 
complementation efficiencies
(A) Chromosomally integrated or plasmid-based expression of GFP11-tagged effectors are 

expressed in bacteria alongside GFP1-10. The GFPcomp fluorescence signal is used to report 

on effector protein expression efficiency. (B) Representative image of GFPcomp fluorescence 

signal within bacteria used for automated ROI selection and analysis. Right image is a zoom 

in of box indicated by dashed line. (C) Representative effector protein expression and GFP-

complementation levels for select bacterial strains using the plasmid based labeling 

platform. (D) The expression and GFP-complementation levels for SteA using chromosomal 

verses plasmid based labeling platforms. The control is a strain co-expressing GFP1-10 from 

pBAD and mRuby3 from the pACYC177 platform backbone in the absence of GFP11. 

Results represent the pooled total of 3 biological replicates, including 4 technical replicates 

per condition, ntotal ≥ 1000 bacteria (ROI) per condition.
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Figure 3. Visualizing translocated effector proteins inside live host cells
(A) The effector proteins SteA, SlrP, SseF, and SseG were expressed under the steA 

promoter for visualization in HeLa cells 16–20hrs post infection. Green is GFPcomp labeled 

effectors and red is Salmonella constitutively expressing mRuby3. Scale bars represent 

20μm. (B) Plasmid and chromosomal based expression of SteA-GFPcomp or 

SteA-3xGFPcomp is visualized in HeLa cells 18hr post infection. GFP fluorescence was 

acquired for all images using identical settings and all images are scaled to the same 

intensity. Scale bars represent 20μm. (C) Average fluorescence intensities of SCV localized 

SteA-GFPcomp are compared for the plasmid based labeling platform for SteA-GFP11 verses 

chromosomal expression of SteA-1X-GFP11 and SteA-3X-GFP11. Fluorescence signal 

intensities are normalized to chromosomal SteA-1xGFPcomp. n = 20 per condition. Error 

bars are SD.
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Figure 4. SseG gathers at the host cell periphery in the absence of SseF
(A) Representative images of infected HeLa cells at 14hrs post infection displaying 

localization of SseG-GFPcomp in the presence of SseF (WT, Left) and the absence of SseF 

(ΔsseF, Right). (B) Average fraction of infected cells that display SseG-GFPcomp uniformly 

distributed across filaments compared to cells that contain SseG-GFPcomp aggregates at the 

host cell periphery. ntotal = 65 cells (ΔsseF), 73 cells (WT). Error bars are SD across 3 

separate infection experiments.
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Figure 5. Defining subcellular localization of SlrP during live cell infections
(A) Split-GFP components were localized to the ER lumen for complementation and 

fluorescence signal verification. (B,C) Host cells expressing cytosolic GFP1-10 (B) or ER 

localized GFP1-10 (C) were infected with Salmonella expressing SlrP-GFP11. (B) 

Representative infected cells transiently expressing cytosolic GFP1-10. Second panel shows 

a zoomed in perspective. (C) Representative infected cells with and without transient 

expression of ER localized GFP1-10. GFP fluorescence was acquired for all images using 

identical settings and all images are scaled to the same intensity. Scale bars represent 20μm.
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Figure 6. Fluorescence images demonstrating split-GFP fluorescence complementation in 
BMDMs nucleofected with GFP1-10-IRES-NLS-mTagBFP
Fluorescence overlay (blue NLS)mTagBFP2, green GFPcomp, red mRuby3 in Salmonella) 

images of bone marrow derived macrophages expressing GFP1-10-IRES-NLS-mTagBFP2. 

(A) Cells were co-transfected with ERK-GFP11 as a positive control. (B–F) Representative 

cells nucleofected with GFP1-10-IRES-NLS-mTagBFP2 and infected with Salmonella 

strains expressing mRuby3 and the specified effector tagged with GFP-11. Representative 

images collected from 12–14 hours post infection are shown for (B) SseF-GFPcomp, (C) 

PipB2-GFPcomp, (D) SteA-GFPcomp, (E) SlrP-GFPcomp, and (F) SseG-GFPcomp.
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Figure 7. Salmonella infection of different host cell types results in different intracellular niches
Representative images of different types of host cells infected with Salmonella (red) 

displaying PipB2-GFPcomp fluorescence (green) are compared. An infected HeLa cell (A), 

RAW264.7 cell (image modified from Van Engelenburg and Palmer 2010)16 (B), and a 

primary BMDM cell (C) are shown. The observed phenotypes for bacterial replication, SCV 

appearance and PipB2 localization are detailed (D) for the different infected cell types. Scale 

bars are 20μm.
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Table 1

Comparison of bacterial expression assay and split-GFP complementation in infected host cells

PLASMID EXPRESSION UNDER steA PROMOTER

Promoter Effector Protein Expression Visualization in Host Cell

steA SteA ++ Y

SlrP ++++++ Y

SseF + Y

SseG ++ Y

SopA ++++ N

PLASMID EXPRESSION UNDER ENDOGENOUS PROMOTERS

Promoter Effector Protein Expression Visualization in Host Cell

slrP SlrP + N

sseA SseF + Y

sseA SseG − N

sopA SopA +++ N

CHROMOSOMAL EXPRESSION

Effector Protein Tag Expression Visualization in Host Cell

SteA 1×-GFP11 + Y

3×-GFP11 ++++ Y

SlrP 1×-GFP11 − N

3×-GFP11 + N

SseF 1×-GFP11 − N

3×-GFP11 − N

SseG 1×-GFP11 − N

3×-GFP11 − N

The bacterial expression assay from Figure 2D was quantified as follows: − represents no detection of fluorescence signal above the negative 

control, + is the major peak of fluorescence signal within a population is within 1 standard deviation of the negative control, +++ is within 3 

standard deviations of the negative control and so on. Visualization within infected host cells was assessed for each condition between 4–24 hrs 

post infection, where Y indicates that effector-GFPcomp signal was detectable above background, N indicates no detectable GFPcomp signal.
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